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Executive Summary 
 
 

Introduction 
 

The Mobile Mining Token (MMTN) is pursuing a global 
restructuring of cryptocurrency mining infrastructure, driven to 
solve prevalent issues including low efficiency, massive resource 
consumption and environmental pollution. 

Using technologies patented in 2019, Mobile Mining Token 
(MMT) offers a solution hinging upon integration of energy-
efficient equipment in the process chains of power producers, 
enabling full utilization and stabilization of large grids, 
significantly improving mining efficiency and reducing CO2 
emissions per unit of cryptocurrency mined. 

Clusters created by MMT will be managed via the decentralized 
(dApp) Mobile Mining Token App. 

Mobile Mining Token is focused on three key areas of 
development:  

1. Deployment of technology to increase primary 
generation capacities;  

2. Search for partners and project scaling in key regions, 
including developing countries;  

3. Building an integrated infrastructure in the context of 
“Sector coupling”. 

The Mobile Mining Token Project’s token offering will raise 
funds to put the new technology in practice and gradually 
increase the efficiency of cryptocurrency mining. 
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Cryptocurrencies and their Economic Effect 
 

Blockchain technology and the cryptocurrencies it powers are 
associated with the cutting edge of financial systems 
development. Today, they have a notable presence in the 
global economy and are recognized as a new asset class, 
different from traditional financial instruments. 
 
The unique qualities and features of crypto assets, such as 
decentralization, low barriers to entry, prompt cross-border 
payments and confidentiality, allow them to act as foundations 
for economic innovations, particularly in developing nations. 
 
However, unlike fiat currencies, which are issued by central 
banks at very minimal costs, cryptocurrencies require massive 
resources and expensive hardware to solve cryptographic 
puzzles, making them very inefficient in comparison and 
hindering economic innovation in regions where they are 
needed most.  
 
Therefore, on the one hand, global economic improvements 
require technological breakthroughs made possible by 
cryptocurrencies, but on the other, the high cost of entry, need 
for resources and the environmental impact associated with 
crypto mining need immediate solutions. 
 
The Mobile Mining Token, through the use of breakthrough 
patented technologies, provides solutions to a number of key 
industry challenges. 
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Cryptocurrency Mining Challenges 
 

At present, Proof of Work Cryptocurrencies (PoW) make up 
93.78% of the total number of cryptocurrencies on the market, 
and 92% of the total market capitalization as of June 20191. 

 
The electricity consumed for mining cryptocurrencies now rivals 
the total consumption of several countries (as shown below). 

 
 

2 
  

                                                
1  https://cryptodigestnews.com/pos-staking-and-150-returns-reality-or-crypto-myth-bb7af75700cd 
2 https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-48853230 
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Cryptocurrency mining related electricity consumption is 
currently higher than ever before (64.63 TWh), whereas 
electricity costs continue to grow at a rapid pace. 

 
 

3 
 
 

Unfortunately, this electricity consumption is not the biggest 
problem – it is the fact that most crypto mining facilities are 
located in regions (mainly in China) which are largely dependent 
on coal-based power generation4. 
  

                                                
3 https://www.cbeci.org/ 
4 https://www.wired.com/story/bitcoins-climate-impact-global-cures-local/ 
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A new research, “The Carbon Footprint of Bitcoin”, published 
in the Joule Scientific Journal, estimates that this electricity 
generation results in the release of 22 Mt CO2 into the 
atmosphere each year. 
 
This is a bitter irony, where the most advanced technology, 
promising global financial accessibility, relies on outdated, 
environmentally hazardous power generation methods. 

 
Moreover, this high energy consumption has led to the fact that 
the yield of cryptocurrencies in 2019 reached a critically low 
level.  

 
 

 

tBitcoin Mining Profitability historical chart 
Mining Profitability USD/Day for 1 THash/s 
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Mining Profitability USD/Day for 1 THash/s5 
 
According to experts3, the break-even price for bitcoin mining 
currently ranges from $3,550 to $4,350. These figures are based 
on an electricity tariff equal to 5.5 cents per kilowatt hour (kWh). 
 
Furthermore, according to data published by BTC.com, by mid 
2019 Bitcoin mining difficulty reached its peak of 9.06 trillion (T) 
at block height 584,640. 
 
 

 
 
 

The increasing difficulty necessitates the use of high-powered 
hardware and even more energy. 
Therefore, the industry is facing a wide range of technological 
and economic problems which need to be solved: 

 

                                                
5	https://bitinfocharts.com/comparison/bitcoin-mining_profitability.html#2y 
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1. There is an obvious need to introduce new mining 
technologies which can reduce electricity consumption 
 

2. It is necessary to increase generation profitability in order for 
the industry to have resources for accelerated developments 

 
3. It is critical to reduce environmental damage caused by 

cryptocurrency mining 
 

4. There is a need to make crypto mining more inclusive by 
lowering barriers to entry and improving sustainability 

 
5. Crypto mining infrastructure needs reformation to unlock its 
potential for global economic freedom and accessibility 

 
Solving these issues requires a project which efficiently 
integrates cryptocurrency mining into existing technology flows 
in order to reduce environmental damage, stabilize energy 
systems and tackle auxiliary problems. 
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Mining Problems and Solutions 
 
 

The Mobile Mining Token believes that future crypto 
mining should be efficient and inclusive, and the team is 
proud of the fact that its patented technologies not only 
reduce energy costs and harmful gas emissions but also 
benefit the project’s backers. 

 

Mobile Mining Token Problem Solving 
 

Problem MMT Solution 

 
By 2019, the 
effectiveness of 
mining carried out 
using traditional 
technologies has 
significantly 
decreased. 
 

Mobile Mining Token has developed and 
patented technological solutions which offer a 
fundamentally different approach to mining 
cryptocurrencies. They enable a substantial 
reduction in electricity consumption and increase 
the overall system productivity to not only 
prevent environmental damage but also make 
crypto mining more accessible and inclusive. 

Mining 
cryptocurrencies 
consumes a huge 
amount of resources. 

 

The main advantage of Mobile Mining Token is 
its capability to reduce global electricity 
consumption for generation of cryptocurrencies. 

Significant reduction in electricity consumption 
becomes possible due to revolutionary cooling 
systems, as well as consumed electricity reuse in 
order to produce ancillary services for 
stabilization of grids and thermal power 
generation.  
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Crypto mining 
notably harms the 
environment by 
releasing 22 
megatons of carbon 
dioxide into the 
atmosphere each 
year. 

 

Mobile Mining Token specifically renounces the 
use of electricity derived from fossil fuels and 
utilizes only renewable energy in its production 
operations. 

The applied technology allows a significant 
reduction in carbon emissions per unit of mined 
cryptocurrency. 

Mobile Mining Token’s technology solutions will 
help energy industries of developing countries 
fulfil their global environmental agreements, and 
the reduction in CO2 emissions will recognize 
MMT as a proactive participant under the Kyoto 
Protocol. 

 

Mining is not 
inclusive for majority 
of the cryptocurrency 
community. 

 

 

As evident this year, crypto mining has become 
the business of large corporations. Crypto 
enthusiasts have been pushed aside and can no 
longer benefit from cryptocurrency mining due 
to expensive equipment and increased difficulty. 

The Mobile Mining Token develops a 
decentralized structure open to the crypto 
community, allowing users to determine the 
market direction once again. 

This problem will be solved by issuing tokens 
which grant access rights to installed mining 
equipment and creating a convenient 
application which allows participation in mining 
operations via a smartphone screen. 

 

Cryptocurrency 
infrastructure remains 
undeveloped. 

 

Today, the crypto mining infrastructure exists in 
isolation from currently available process chains. 
Any attempts to integrate the generating 
capacities into the grids have turned out to be 
ineffective. 
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Mobile Mining Token initially creates equipment 
focused on operating in existing networks, and 
supports additional services to meet demands in 
the heat and power generation market. 

This enables MMT to create an infrastructure in 
which blockchains coexist with the current 
systems. 

Mobile Mining Token’s key objective is to form 
such energy clusters which can surpass 
traditional ones in terms of convenience and 
efficiency, alongside providing easy access to 
crypto mining and investing in mining 
technologies for ordinary users. 

 

 

 

Mobile Mining Token’s Mission 
 

The Mobile Mining Token’s mission is to globally rebuild the 
cryptocurrency mining infrastructure based on innovative 
technologies in order to integrate generation into existing 
technological and economic chains. 

 
Fulfilment of Mobile Mining Token’s mission will contribute to 
the creation and development of a global energy infrastructure 
which can support a new, clean economy and benefit the planet. 
 
To reach maximum productivity and to accomplish success with 
Mobile Mining Token, we aim to deliver:  
 

1. A technological chain which will allow installation of 
generating equipment in areas with significant added value, 
improve grid stabilization, increase energy efficiency and supply 
affordable heat to residential communities. 
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2. A utility token which will provide users access to a set of 
effective tools, enabling them to contribute towards the 
system’s development and gain access to generating capacities 
of industrial clusters. The token will serve as a measure of 
participation in the project, distribution of mined cryptocurrency 
and generation capacity leasing. 
  

3. A fully decentralized electronic control system transparent 
to all participants in the system. This will be realized through the 
development of The Mobile Mining Token APP - the platform 
intended to manage participation in the project. Using this 
application backers will be able to flexibly manage their finances 
and participate in the project through the purchase and sale of 
Mobile Mining Tokens and cryptocurrencies. 
  
Furthermore, the Mobile Mining Token project aims to push 
forward with research in the development and technological 
maintenance of data centers and power generation, with the 
goal to not only increase efficiency and dependence on 
renewable energy sources, but also protect the environment by 
eliminating the use of electricity derived from fossil fuels. 
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Unique Selling Points and Technology 
 

Mobile Mining Token has a 
number of unique propositions 
that are based on a 
fundamentally different approach 
to generation of 
cryptocurrencies, and are 
protected by patents and know-
how. 
 
The patented cooling 
technology makes Mobile 
Mining Token project location-
independent, enabling it to build 
generation capacities into 
technological chains of power 
plants in various countries, 
including those with tropical and 
equatorial climates. 
 
An adaptive business model for 
project participants allows them 
to create their own strategies and 

earning models to benefit from the project’s deployments. 
 
Moreover, technological chains which will make carbon-neutral 
crypto mining possible will allow institutions and government 
bodies to engage in emissions trading, the market mechanism 
for controlling and reducing polluting emissions by providing 
economic incentives under the Kyoto Protocol. 
 
Additionally, MMT’s 100% Remote Controlled Farm Software 
will make it very simple to create a fully decentralized system 
which is transparent to all participants, allowing them to 
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monitor, manage and regulate their resources for participation 
in the project. 
 
Finally, Mobile Mining Token’s Containerized Energy Coupling 
Data Centers are versatile, adaptive and fully compatible with 
industry standards, allowing them to run as stabilizing and 
cooling elements jointly with existing power producers. 

 
Among other things, the equipment performs as a high-quality 
industrial installation with a service life of up to 20 years, 
requiring minimal maintenance costs. 

 

Patented Technology and Advantages 
 

Patents 
 
Mobile Mining Token has conducted significant research work, 
and has patented innovative technological solutions which will 
power the project’s goals. 
 
In 2019, the company 
took out a patent for 
technology with 
significant impact on 
crypto mining and solving 
issues pertaining to 
energy systems. 
 
The patent was obtained 
by the Austrian Patent 
Office (Osterreichisches 
Patentamt) and is 
guaranteed to be valid in 
key jurisdictions around 
the world. 
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6 
 

The patent allows full energy utilization (regeneration) and 
stabilization of large grids, and brings to life the principle of 
“Sector coupling” (Sektorkopplung). 
 
Sector coupling involves integration of energy-consuming 
facilities (heating, cooling, transportation and industries etc.) 
with a power supply sector. 
 
Due to this, the patent enables crypto mining in a more efficient 
manner, and allows the sale of energy services without spending 
on their production. The profitability of this process is many 
times higher than that of traditional mining. 
 
The patent gives Mobile Mining Token important business and 
competitive advantages through public protection of its 
intellectual rights and enables the company to promote 
‘integrated energy’ as a sustainable method to improve energy 
efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions. 
 
 
Containerized Energy Coupling Data Centers 
 

                                                
6 Patent Nr. 520915 “Vorrichtung zur Kiihlung von Hochleistungsrechnern - Oder Schaltungen mit 
Temperaturregelung” 
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Based on the aforementioned patented technology, Mobile 
Mining Token has developed a modular system of crypto mining 
units.  
 
The Mobile Mining Token Units comprise standard ISO (sea) 
containers that are equipped with mining hardware and 
immersion cooling systems which improve energy consumption 
and result in increased hashing power.  
 
Moreover, support for remote controlling allows MMT’s solution 
to be seamlessly deployed on a global scale, independent of 
location. 

 

7 
 

In the Mobile Mining Token’s patented two-circuit immersion 
cooling system, electronic components are submerged into a 
bath of dielectric heat transfer liquids, which are much better 
heat conductors than air. 
 
Hardware placed into an immersion cooling system benefits 
from the lower junction temperatures, resulting in performance 
improvement and general reliability in the absence of 
temperature swings or hot spots.  
 

                                                
7 7System Layout: 40″ Container 
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Since the cooling system is passive and not attached to the 
hardware, no excessive parts require servicing or connection. 
 
 

8 
 

Advantages of immersion cooling: 
 

! Higher efficiency and energy savings (>40% of overall electricity 
savings); 

! Reduced capital 
and operational 
expenses; 

! Improved 
performance; 

! Improved 
hardware 
reliability; 

! Accurate 
operation in 
confined spaces 
and extreme (hot, 
humid etc.) 
environments; 

! Reduced 
environmental impact 
 
Research has shown that Mobile Mining Token’s technology can 
help save up to 95% of the energy spent on cooling and redirect 
it to other, more productive uses. 

  

                                                
8 The cooling system layout 
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Remote Control Farm Software - The Mobile Mining Token 
App 
 
The Mobile Mining Token App – a decentralized blockchain-
based application created to manage users’ cryptocurrency 
assets and access project generating facilities – serves as an 
intelligent system control center. 
 
Along with Mobile Mining Tokens, the application supports 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, USDT, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, etc. 
  
Using the Mobile Mining Token App, a user has the ability to 
make instant transactions and mine cryptocurrencies at the 
Mobile Mining Token’s leased facilities – making the app both, 
an asset management tool and a revenue generation hub. 
 
The Mobile Mining Token App also supports multilevel 
security, ensuring the protection of financial data, 
infrastructure and personal information, all the while preserving 
the transparency of operations. 
 
The first security level is the KYC (Know Your Customer) 
protocol, which is mandatory and prevent any possibilities of 
unlawful crypto usage. 
 
The second level of security comprises AML (Anti Money 
Laundering) procedures, ensuring that all transactions and 
transparent and legal. 
 
The Mobile Mining Token network is designed for transparency 
and ease of use, so that users without prior experience or tech 
savvy can also participate in crypto mining operations and 
related services. 
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CO2-Neutral Mining & Environmental Stewardship 
 
Mobile Mining Token’s technology solution is designed to 
provide substantial support for environmentally sound 
cryptocurrency mining. 
 
Mobile Mining Token takes pride in the fact that it supports 
carbon-neutral crypto generation, making it accessible, safer 
and environmentally sensitive. 
 
With this drive, Mobile Mining Token has become the first 
company in the field of crypto mining which undertakes the 
responsibility to reduce CO2 emissions. 
Mobile Mining Token believes that the entire power generating 
industry should be rebuilt on new principles which ensure that 
blockchain technology developments do not negatively impact 
the environment. 
 
In pursuance of this, Mobile Mining Token is committed to 
publishing annual reports to reflect the reduced volumes of 
carbon dioxide emissions thanks to its innovative technologies. 
 
Moreover, the project also plans to regularly publish data on the 
environmental audit of its generation capacity, comparing it 
with industry benchmarks. 
 
According to its calculations, in the first year of operation, 
Mobile Mining Token’s equipment will reduce CO2 emissions 
by 2,200 tons, producing tangible results which can impact the 
well-being of future generations. 
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Business Model, Revenue stream and 
Income scheme 
 

 

Model 
 

The Mobile Mining Token business model is based on processes 
more characteristic of a traditional enterprise than a 
cryptocurrency project. 
 
MMT has very transparent sources of revenue, relying on 
proceeds from generation equipment and registered patents, 
allowing the integration of crypto mining hardware into power 
chains of existing entities and businesses.  
 
The Mobile Mining Token’s economic model is based on long-
term operational planning and a scientific approach to 
cryptocurrency mining, allowing significant revenue generation 
and scalability to grow business capitalization. 
 
An additional stabilizing factor is that the Mobile Mining Token 
represents a new business line for a successful concern in the 
real sector experienced in supply and operating similar 
equipment. 
 
Hence, the preparatory actions to be completed are similar to 
those of establishing traditional production facilities: 
 

1) The funds received will be allocated to purchasing 
equipment which will be embedded into the existing 
process flows of power generation and supply companies. 
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2) A scaling plan is developed for the project and is 
designed to ensure that a successful process flow scheme 
becomes the industry standard. 
 
3) A transparent business model is created, which makes it 
possible to clearly define the business development stages 
and the benefits that all participants receive. 
 

 

Revenue Stream 
 

MMT’s equipment - the Mining Containers, built on a patented 
technology, will generate revenue in three areas: 
 

1. Cryptocurrency mining; 
2. Stabilization of power producers generation capacities; 
3. Supply of thermal energy adsorbed in the course of 

operations. 
 
Each of these areas is technologically feasible and has well-
established sales markets. 
 
Since the Mining Containers will be located on the power 
generating site, the equipment will be built into the existing 
infrastructure, reducing the costs. 
 
Presently, the scope of work pertaining to the technological 
development of and economic projections for the Mobile 
Mining Token has been completed. 
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Income scheme 

 
To mine cryptocurrencies at Mobile 
Mining Token facilities users only need 
to purchase specific packages, and 
each package gets assigned a certain 
number of shares in generation 
capacity. 
 
In order to increase participation in the 
project and receive additional income, 
users can expand their portfolios of 
products or services via the Mobile 
Mining Token App (by acquiring them 
on the marketplace with supported 
cryptocurrencies or Mobile Mining 
Tokens). 
 
All cryptocurrency distributions will be 
assessed daily and other statistics, such 
as generation capacity, will be visible in 
the Mobile Mining Token App. 

 
Using the MMT blockchain Application, any user can exchange 
or withdraw Mobile Mining Tokens for other cryptocurrencies in 
minutes. 
 
The Mobile Mining Token App’s wallet has no minimum balance 
requirements and withdrawals are immediate, depending only 
on transaction confirmation times. 
 
With the flexibility afforded by the app, which will be available 
on Google Play and App Store, users will be able to easily 
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manage their finances and regulate their participation in the 
Mobile Mining Token project.  
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Mobile Mining Token characteristics 
and Purchase packages 
 
 

The Mobile Mining Token will be issued on the Ethereum 
Blockchain with an initial supply of 1,250,000,000 tokens, and 
will be the foundation of the project’s economy and the only 
token used for mining income distribution. 

 
 

Name of the token: Mobile Mining Tokens 

Ticker symbol: MMTN 

Token Standard: Ethereum - ERC20 compatible 

Token Decimals: 2 

Token Price 1 MMTN = 1 μBTC (0.000001 BTC) 

Token Supply 1,250,000,000.000 

Accepted nationalities: 
Worldwide  
(Compliant Jurisdictions) 

 
 

1 MMTN carries a price of 1 μBTC at day 1 (one) of the initial 
Launch of the MMT blockchain Application. Price and buy-back 
value will be amended on a daily basis within the MMT App. 
 
Purchased packages from the Mobile Mining Token App will 
fund the acquisition and assembly of new mining containers, 
while package owners will receive generation capacity shares to 
mine cryptocurrencies. 
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Cryptocurrencies generated via the Mobile Mining Clusters will 
be distributed as income to users in 
proportion to their owned packages and 
generation shares. 
 
The distributed MMTN tokens are 
deposited into user wallets in the MMT 
app on a daily or weekly basis, and may 
be, at any time, exchanged for supported 
cryptocurrencies, which can then be 
withdrawn or traded on the free market. 
 
All MMTN token income will be 
distributed and allocated according to the 
following rules: 
 
 
 
75% - User Withdrawal Balance 
25% - User Re-purchase balance 
5% - Token Management Adjustment 
 

1. User Withdrawal Balance – this balance will be available at 
all times for the user to exchange in a supported 
cryptocurrency (BTC, ETH etc.) and withdraw. 
 

2. User Re-purchase balance – this balance will be available 
for re-purchases in new Mining packages or any other 
products offered within the MMT blockchain Application. 

 
3. Token Management Adjustment – this balance guarantees 

MMTN token’s natural price self-regulation and value 
appreciation over time. Certain amount of Tokens will be 
burned on each mining income token distribution by the 
MMT blockchain Application to Users. 
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Based on sale projections and current market scenario, Mobile 
Mining Token predicts a monthly income of up to 3-8%. 
 
With the additional revenue-generation features offered on the 
platform, income can reach up to 9.5% on a monthly basis. 
 
Ultimately, as the project grows, the share of the mining 
containers generating capacity leased to generate MMTN  
tokens will become self-sustaining. 
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MMTN Revenue Models 
 
 

Balance 
  
A user purchases a package equivalent 
to 5,000 EUR – his earned mining	income 
from the lease of generating capacity will 
be transferred on-chain in MMTN tokens 
directly into his ERC20 wallet in the MMT 
App. 
 
The user distributes the revenue 
obtained as 75/25, as per the 
proportions explained in the income 
scheme. 
 
According to calculations, by keeping 
the MMTN in his wallet and not 
withdrawing the revenue, the user can 
also gain from natural token price 
appreciation. 
  
 
 

Re-purchases 
  

A user purchases a package equivalent to 5,000 EUR and starts 
receiving revenue 7 days after purchase, part of which goes to 
his re-purchase wallet in the MMT App. 
On the last day of each month his re-purchase balance goes into 
a “Mobile Mining Container Syndicate”, where, based on the 
number of tokens re-invested, he is entitled to receive a share 
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in the income realized through the usage of the new Mobile 
Mining Containers. 
 
Or if enough MMTN mining income is generated in this balance 
– user can select and purchase new package on his own. 
 
The “Mobile Mining Container Syndicate” is formed for all 
contributors who have positive re-purchase balances and 
generates new revenue in MMTN tokens on a daily basis. 

 
 

Token Management Adjustment  
 

With each transaction from the Smart 
Contract to users (when distributing 
income) a certain % of the MMTN 
Tokens is burned in order to 
guarantee price stability and 
appreciation. 
By lowering the token supply and 
keeping the Market Capitalization fixed, the price of MMTN 
tokens will naturally rise. 
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Side Revenue Channels  
 

Each user who registers on the platform and purchases a 
package is allowed to refer others to earn additional income 
based on the referrals made. 
 
Also as soon as enough heat is being produced in the form of 
energy from the Mining Container Clusters, a certain bonus will 
be released to Users and this can become a revenue generating 
stream for MMT System participants. 
 
Same thing applies - as soon as MMT System moves on its 
operations on own Blockchain (As per description of Roadmap 
milestones) and starts selling electricity via staking and 
masternodes. 

 
Thus, as initial calculations 
project, by the end of the first 
year a backer should be able 
to receive: 

 
1. Apx. 9% monthly revenue 

from the package, the re-
purchases and the 
referrals generated 
 

2. MMTN token’s price 
appreciation gains of apx. 
165% by month 12 since 
launch. 
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The Mobile Mining Token’s Technical 
Architecture 
 

The Mobile Mining Token’s technical architecture is a self-
contained system, where any settlements and transactions 
between the participants are recorded on the blockchain.  
This allows instant assessment of the effectiveness of all 
elements within the system and continuous improvement of the 
technology. 
 
The economic parameters pertaining to the acquisition and 
operation of one Mining Container are listed below:  

 
 

The production capacity of the 
equipment manufacturer can 
deliver 6 Mining Containers 
within a reasonable period. 
After the initial start and set up, 
the generating facilities will be 
leased out to token holders but 
not later than 7th of October 
2019. 
 
The Mining Containers will be 
configured for adaptive 
selection of cryptocurrencies to 
mine, based on maximum 
income potential. The 
cryptocurrency generation from 
operations will then be 
distributed between token 
holders and the Mobile Mining 
Token Pool, which will 
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accumulate funds to expand the business and acquire new 
Mining Containers. 
 
Any revenue derived from the stabilization and sale of heat will 
also be allocated to the Mobile Mining Token Pool to scale 
operations. 
 
 
 
 

Future Products 
 

The Mobile Mining Token Team is investing time and research 
into launching new income-generating products available to all 
MMT dApp (Decentralized Application) users for purchase. 
 
Products will facilitate purchases of packages related to 
renewable energy, arbitrage systems, agriculture projects and 
sustainable energy among others.  
 
The team is also exploring the deployment of Mobile Mining 
Containers on agricultural land to be able to utilize the 
generated heat in cultivation processes. 
 
The team’s existing experience in the energy sector opens new 
doors for Mobile Mining Token, and their multiple patents 
facilitate market expansion via a global infrastructure reform 
using reliable and sought-after industrial equipment. 
 
In the near future, The Mobile Mining Token intends to focus on 
three key areas of development: 

 
➔ Deployment of technology on grids in order to create 

primary generating capacity; 
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➔ Search for partners and scaling the project into key regions, 
including developing countries; 
 

➔ Building an integrated infrastructure within the framework 
of the “Sector Coupling” concept.  

 
The outlined ambitious goals of Mobile Mining Token are based 
on a detailed strategic plan and a clear understanding of 
intermediate steps, tasks and challenges the team is equipped 
to handle. 

Milestones 
 

After the initial launch of the 
Mobile Mining Token 
application, efforts will be 
concentrated on developing 
a fully decentralized 
application, which will 
independently support the 
user flow and experience 
related to purchases and 
generating income in MMTN 
tokens, as well as the token 
distribution and withdrawal 
process. 
 
The Mobile Mining Token 
will pursue the following 
deployment scheme: 
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Phase #1 – Cooling System Development & 
Testing  
 
The Mobile Mining Token project delivers turn-key 
Containerized Energy Coupling Data Centers and offers hosting 
at its own locations. 
 
Competitive Advantage: Mining takes place near supply zones, 
so energy costs are significantly lower than anywhere else. 
 
H1 2018: 
The Cooling System has been designed, developed and 
extensively tested. 
 
H2 2018: 
The first deliveries of the cooling system to energy companies 
have been completed and the technology has been tested in 
industrial conditions. 
 
H1 2019: 
Technologies underpinning the MMT Mining Container have 
been patented. 
 
H2 2019:  
The Mobile Mining Token Project launches in order to finance 
and promote the developed technologies. 
 

Phase #2 – License and Automation 
 
H1 2020: 
 

1. Mobile dApp launches on the App store and Play store. 
2. Complete automation of the MMT System dApp 

processes powered by Farm God software integration. 
3. Energy license acquisition 
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4. Deployment of the Mining Container technology on 
grids in order to create primary generating capacity.  

 
H2 2020: 
Scaling up technology through establishment of new sites for 
additional Mining Containers. 
 

Phase #3 - The “Sector Coupling” Project 
Implementation 

 
The Mobile Mining Token will unite electricity generation, grid 
stabilization, crypto mining and supply of thermal energy to 
residential areas in a single closed loop.  
 
Container data centers will be set up and connections will be 
provided to residential zones in order to meet their energy 
consumption demands. 
 
All these data centers will be exclusively supplied with electricity 
from renewable energy sources (MMT provides winter heating 
by reusing the waste heat and summer cooling by converting 
the waste heat using an absorption chiller). In this way, Mobile 
Mining Token also makes an active contribution to CO2 
emissions reduction. 
 
Competitive Advantage: Electricity costs will be less than 
2ct/kWh. 

 
H1 2021: 
Testing and market introduction of support services related to 
energy system stabilization and heat energy supply with the 
involvement of partners from key industries.  
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H2 2021:  
1. Entry (Market Penetration) of Mobile Mining Token into 

key regional and emerging markets. 
2. Release of scalable private Blockchain enabling high TPS 

(Transactions per second), virtually instant transactions 
with marginally free network fees. Several forks are 
considered, including Nano blockchain, where 
Masternodes are perfect match for participating in the 
revenue streams from Energy Selling by MMT System. 

 
 
 
 
 

Final notes 
 

Mobile Mining Token aims to create a new-age, decentralized 
energy-management ecosystem which leverages crypto mining 
to generate revenue for all participants.  
The use of industry-leading hardware and technology patents 
allows MMT to not only utilize renewable energy sources and 
reduce environmental impact, but also release sustainable 
energy back into a micro-system of agriculture and cultivation 
projects. 
 
Initially, Mobile Mining Token aims to create an own 
blockchain, which will allow further scaling and global 
expansion, as well as will minimize transaction costs and will 
guarantee independent expansion of MMTN use.  
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Legal Notes 
 

The Mobile Mining Token Blockchain Application and system 
are based on Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). 
The MMT System enables users to participate and fund in 
Mobile mining via Mobile Mining containers. 
The Sole company, standing behind the project is in the 
capacity to Accept onboarding of clients and distributing Utility 
Tokens to participants as Mining income in the form of MMTN 
ERC-20 Compatible Tokens. 
 
The Company operating the business and holding licenses is 
“Atlas International Investments and Trust Kommanditbolag”. 
Same Company has been granted full rights to adopt and use 
all patents described within this document in order to 
implement their technology and processes with the MMT 
System. 
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Team 
 
 

Management team 
 

 
 

 
 

Eugen Rosenmeier 
Founder 

 
Eugen founded the VCI International Network in 2018. 
He started his career in insurance in 2004, and since 
then has helped 7 companies from 7 different sectors to 
go from 1.3 Mio.€ up to more than 35 Mio.€ turnover 
within the first 12 months. The companies were active in 
the areas of insurance, real estate, management 
consulting, Facebook marketing, company pension 
plans, network marketing and crypto currencies. 
 
He is 34 years old, married and a happy father. 
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Vladimir Galabov 
Founder 

 
Vladimir Galabov is an opportunity-preneur, who is 
totally focused on creating opportunities and building 
strategic partnerships. He gained his first 
entrepreneurial experience in the restaurant industry, 
where he was active for 7 years. In 2015 he decided to 
take a closer look at trending markets and started his 
career in the online marketing industry, where he 
specialized in marketing automation and team building 
strategies.  
 
In 2016 he focused on cryptocurrencies and started to 
gain knowledge and experience in this industry. After 
working for different companies, building teams all over 
the world and producing millions in turnover with his 
team, Vladimir decided to analyze the industry and its 
challenges to be able to find and deliver better 
solutions.  
 
Vladimir Galabov is 37 years young and lives in Bulgaria. 
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Andre Kämpfer 
Co-Founder 

 
Andre is a coach and expert in sales and has been 
working in sales for 24 years. He began his career as a 
classic insurance broker and quickly specialized in 
private health insurance and smart investments. 
In his active sales time, his sales volume in both areas 
with his self-trained group amounted to more than 100 
million Euros. 
He has been involved with Blockchain Technology since 
2014 and exclusively since 2015. Sales and coaching is 
his passion. 
 
He is 44 years young and lives in a happy relationship. 
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Uwe Meyr 
Co-Founder 

 
Uwe works for VCI in Sales Management. He started his 
independent career in 2005 at the age of 23. He started 
his own business in the financial services industry and 
founded his brokerage agency with several employees.  
During the years, Uwe generated several million sales 
for various companies. Since 2015 he has been working 
with Blockchain technology and Bitcoin, from then on 
he decided to quit his brokerage business and 
completely dedicate himself to cryptocurrency.  
 
Uwe is 37 years young, married and father of one 
daughter. 
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 Advisory Team 

 
 

 
 

Claus Hinterecker 
Mechatronics engineer 
and plant manufacturer 

Co-Inventor of the 
patented ASIC 

COOLING system 
 

 
Claus is developer of various new and patented 
technologies, such as containerized bio-diesel plants, 
Emergency Medical Cooling Systems – "EMCOOLS 
AG", pressurized oxygen-water vapour pyrolysis. 
Hinterecker GmbH is the successor of Otto Berger 
Steelworks. 
 
Age 53, father of 1 daughter. 
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Christian Raunegger 
Entrepreneur and 
Business Angel 

Co-Inventor of the 
patented ASIC 

COOLING system 
 

 
Christian is an Entrepreneur and founder of companies 
in various sectors. His achievements include: 
 

• Partner in Coupon Privatisation in Czech- and 
Slovak Republik  

• Biometrics Expert and Inventor of a leading Face 
Recognition System 

• Development of an Agricultural Project for 
Azerbaijan Government.  

• Crypto mining & Blockchain Expert. 
 
Age 54, father of 4 children. 
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